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Abstract 

 

The aim of the study was to study the effects of physical factors in TLD reading. The 

dosimeters  have been irradiated with ɤ -rays of (0.5mGy to 5mGy) using plastic  

holder with Aluminum filters with dimensions 1.5×0.8 mm  and  0.5mm in thickness 

to obtain the equivalent dose  Hp (10) ,flux of nitrogen gas ,and annealing , after data 

collection by TLD Reader Analyzerʼ 04 (Version 0.9..400  micro lab ( Krakow 

2012)),  The count &dose analysis shows that: 

The count/s given by TLD appears to be higher in case of using filtration which was 

7189.9 cps in contrast with reading without filter which was 4055.8 cps. 

- There was proportional linear relationship between the applied dose and the TLD  

count for both cases with and without filter. And the correlation could be fitted in the 

form of equations: y = 423.9x + 1023 and y = 432.5x + 405.3 for filtered and without 

filtered beam, respectively, where x refers to applied dose in mGy and y refers to 

count/s. Such increment in count is ascribed to increasing applied radiation dose as 

well it indicates and confirms the linearity of TLD in measuring the radiation dose 

since R
2
 = 0.9. However the count with filter for the applied radiation dose in mGy 

was greater than that without filter.  

- The doses measured without pellets annealing i.e. unread of zero doses, was greater 

than that measured with pellets annealing (reading of zero doses). 

-TLD pellets reading without zero dose measurement usually gives greater dose 

(441.8 and 563.6 µGy) relative to the case where the zero doses have been measured 

which were 289.6 and 429.2 µGy, respectively. While the effect of using filtration is 

so obvious and leads to increase of the doses by 121.8 and 139.6 µGy for the 

unreading of zero dose and reading of zero dose, respectively relative to doses of 

unreading of zero dose,  and reading of zero dose, but without filter. 
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خصالمل  

مقبٕٔض  ُشععج  .TLD ال قزاءةدراطت حأثٕز انعُامم انمبدٔت فٓ  انٍذف مه ٌذي انذراطت ٌُ 

 مه ( ببطخخذاو حبمممهٓ قزْ 5إنّ مهِٓ قزْ 0.5) ببشعت قبمب مه االشعبعًٕ  انجزعبث

نهحصُل عهّ  (مهمخز0.8×1.5َابعبد ) (خزمهم 0.5مىُٕو بظمك )مه األن انبالطخٕك مع فهخز

حصفٕز انجزعت ، َبعذ جمع انبٕبوبث عه طزٔق ذفق انىٕخزَجٕه، َ, حHp(10انجزعت انمكبفئت )

(( 2012)كزاكُف  micro lab 400..0.9انىظخت )Analyzer'04, Readerمحمانقبرا َان

 حٓ:ححهٕم انعذ َانجزعت االه ٕب

انخٓ كبوج انفهخز َبذَ أعهّ فٓ حبنت اطخخذاو حTLD ُاعطٕج عه طزٔق ال انخٓ ثبوًٕ/انانعذ 

 .عذ/انثبوٕت 4055.8 جكبو َانخٓعهّ انىقٕض مه انقزاءة؛ بذَن فهخز عذ/ انثبوٕت 7189.9

كهخب انحبنخٕه مع َبذَن فهخز.  فٓ TLD عذبٕه انجزعت انمطبقت َ بك عالقت خطٕت وظبٕنٌىب -

 423.9X+1023  & y =   Y=432.5X + 405انمعبدالثَانعالقت ٔمكه حزكٕبٍب فٓ شكم 

ٔشٕز إنّ  yَ  انمطبقً ببنمهٓ قزْ ٔشٕز إنّ جزعت  xعهّ انخُانٓ، حٕث  فهخزدَن مه  َ بفهخز 

ٔؤكذ كذنك فئوً ٔشٕز َقً ,انمطب تانجزعت اإلشعبعٕانّ سٔبدة  جرجعُا انعذ/ ثبوٕت. انشٔبدة فٓ  نعذا

فهخز نهجزعت ان، َنكه انعذ مع  R2 = 0.9 حٕث فٓ قٕبص انجزعت اإلشعبعٕت  TLD ت الخطٕ

 بذَن فهخز. انعذمه  ببنمهٓ قزْ اعهٓ انمطبقت  ًٕاإلشعبع

 انجزعً قٕبص عبدة أكبز مه دَن قزاءة جزعت انصفز( َ)أنجزعت ا حصفٕزقٕبص انجزعبث دَن  -

 .(جزعت انصفز)قزاءة نجزعت زاحصفٕمع 

 (مبٔكزَ 563.6َ   441.8 )دَن قزاءة جزعت انصفز عبدة حعطٓ جزعً اكبز TLDقزاءة ال 

(  429.2َ    289.6انخٓ كبوج )  نٍبببنىظبت  إنّ انقزاءة انخٓ حمج  قٕبص جزعبث انصفز  قزْ

نشٔبدة انجزعبث  ادِجذا فٓ حٕه ان اثز اطخخذاو انفهخز َاضح قزْ عهّ انخُانٓ.  مبٔكزَ

.  عهّ انخُانٓ ءة جزعت انصفزاقزبَ دَن قزاءة جزعت انصفز مبٔكزَ قزْ(139.6َ  121.8ة)

 .جزعت انصفز َنكه بذَن فهخزوظبت نهجزعً مه دَن قزاءة جزعت انصفز َبقزاءة 
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Chapter One 

Introduction 

 

Radiation exposure to humans can be broadly classified as internal and 

external exposure. Sealed sources, which are unlikely to cause internal 

exposure, are used almost exclusively in radiotherapy. External exposure 

monitoring refers to measuring radiation levels in and around work areas, 

radiation levels around radiotherapy equipment or source containers or 

equivalent doses received by individuals working with radiation.  

The radiation monitoring is carried out for certain objectives such as: 

 To assess workplace conditions and individual exposures;  

 To ensure acceptably safe and satisfactory radiological conditions in 

the workplace; 

 To keep records of monitoring, over a long period of time (30 years 

after the end of the work), for the purposes of regulation or good 

practice  .(1)  

To carry out radiation monitoring, detection, measurement or survey some 

specialized instruments are needed. The instruments used for measuring 

radiation levels are referred to as area survey meters (or area monitors) and 

the instruments used for recording the equivalent doses received by 

individuals working in radiation fields are referred to as personnel 

dosimeters (or individual dosimeters). The common instruments used now a 

days are the followings devices: 

 TLD badge 

 Film badge 

 Ionization chamber 

 Geiger Muller counters 

 Gamma spectroscopy with MCA 

 Alpha spectroscopy  

Personnel monitors must have a wide dose range as possible so that they can 

cover both radiation protection and accidental situations (typically from 10 

mSv to about 10 Sv). The dose range normally covered by film and TLDs is 
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from about 100 mSv to 10 Sv and that by optically stimulated luminescent 

and radiophotoluminescent dosimeters are 10 mSv to 10 Sv. Self-reading 

pocket dosimeters can measure down to about 50 mSv; The upper dose limit 

of the available pocket dosimeters is around 200 mSv. Electronic Personal 

Dosimeters (EPDs) measure in the range from 0.1 mSv to 10 Sv (1). 

For personnel application, the common detectors used are the TLD and Film 

badge. However all these instruments are liable to damage, fluctuating 

reading, or may lose the accuracy of detection and measurement. Therefore 

there must be calibration in terms of the appropriate quantities used in 

radiation protection (1). Also their reading is prone and dependent on several 

factors and environmental ones in addition to materials they are made of. 

Such factors could be as follows:  

 The fading period for TLDs differs between materials which may 

affect the response of TLDs.  

 Handling procedures such as keeping TLDs under subdued ultra-

violet environment during measurement,  

 Use of vacuum tweezers for transferring TLDs, if not followed 

properly during calibration of TLDs, may affect response.  

 Intrinsic response of the TLD reader may also affect the general 

response of the dosimeter 

 The  annealing  used  to  prepare  the  TLDs  for  reuse  may  also  

influence  the measurements  as  annealing  regimes  are  different  

from  one  TL  material  to another.  

TLD dosimetry is regarded as a „black art‟ because it produces excellent 

results with great accuracy. It is therefore necessary for each radiotherapy 

centre to embark in a full dosimetric study for the calibration of TLDs before 

they are used clinically for in-vivo dosimetry (7). 

 Filtration: the sensitivity of a given material can be modified by 

external component (filters). These materials can help to establish the 

charge equilibrium while the thickness of the TL material is 

decreasing. Beside this effect there will be possibility of energy 

discrimination. High energy photon (having a long mean free path) 

can easily escape both the filter and TL material without producing 

electrons. Other high energy electrons released will not be trapped in 
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TL material. The other effect of filter is to absorb low energy photons 

having a high cross section for their photoelectric effect and Compton 

scattering which produce enough low energy electrons that will be 

trapped within the TL material and thus increase the response. 

However, when the photon energy is high then owing to the long 

mean free path of photons and high energy of the small amount of 

electrons, which may or may not escape from the material, the 

response will be essentially smaller.  A thick filtration absorbs the 

majority of low energy photons but the high energy photon produces 

large number of electrons by Compton scattering or pair production 

interactions to ensure charge equilibrium (8). 

More other factors that affect TLD reading are temperature, pressure, 

humidity, while the technical ones are distance, filters, applied voltage, 

heating and electronic processing.  

Among these several factors, the focus of this study is to reveal the effects of 

using filtration, annealing (zero dose measurement) on the resultant count of 

TLD pellets. 

The TLD phosphor can be reset by heating it to a high temperature to release 

all trapped electrons, a process known as annealing. After proper annealing, 

the phosphor has the same sensitivity as previously, so it can be reused as a 

dosimeter, which offers some advantage versus film. This feature can be an 

advantage and disadvantage because they lose of data after the readout or 

heating (2).  

The filtration is thickness of proper material to obtain the equivalent dose 

Hp (d) deep dose Hp (10), it has been excerpted from the concept of ICRU 

and ICRP which characterized the radiation as either weakly or strongly 

penetrating, depending on which dose equivalent is closer to its limiting 

value. In practice, the term „weakly penetrating‟ radiation usually applies to 

photons below 15 keV. For individual monitoring the personal dose 

equivalent Hp (d) is defined as the dose equivalent in soft tissue below a 

specified point on the body at depth (d), where its considered at skin d = 

0.07 mm, Hp (0.07), and in the lens of the eye at d = 3 mm, Hp (3). For 

strongly penetrating radiation the depth d = 10 mm is used and the personal 

dose equivalent is denoted as Hp (10). Hp (d) can be measured with a 

dosimeter that is worn at the surface of the body and covered with an 
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appropriate layer of tissue equivalent material (1). Figure (1.1) demonstrates 

the meaning of equivalent doses at Hp (0.07) and Hp (10). 

 

 
Figure (1.1) Demonstrating the meaning of equivalent doses at Hp (0.07) 

and Hp (10). 

 

 

Thermo-luminescence dosimeters (TLDs) 

The phenomenon of thermo luminescence (TL) was rediscovered in the 

1960s and was perfected as a dosimetry technique in the 1970s when it was 

found that the chemical makeup of lithium fluoride (LiF) or calcium fluoride 

(CaF2) could show the phenomena of phosphors (2). 

Thermo Luminescent Dosimeters TLDs are crystalline materials (chips, 

ribbons, discs, rods and powder) that store absorbed energy from exposure  

to  radiation  and  release  it  as  visible  light  when  exposed  to  heat (1).  

The most important advantages and disadvantages of the TLD100 are shown 

in table (1.1) (9). 
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Table (1.1) The advantages and disadvantages of TLD 100: 

Advantages Disadvantages 

Large availability of TLDs and readers 

from many manufacturers  

The signal is read only once – the 

signal is erased during the read – out 

cycle   

They are available in many forms It is easy to lose the reading   

Their response is not dependent on the 

dose rate 

The storage of a TLD is not stable – 

Annealing heating cycle is needed 

By using annealing procedures they can 

be reused many times before they are 

completely damaged from radiation 

Spurious TL signals are produced due 

to scraping of a TLD or its 

contamination by dirt or humidity 

They are tissue equivalent   Loss of TL signal due to fading 

Due to their reusability their cost is 

decreased 

Spurious TL signals are produced due 

to scraping of a TLD or its 

contamination by dirt or humidity 

 

The read-out is quick and it does not 

require any wet chemicals 

It is not recommended for beam 

calibration 

Automatic readers which are connected 

to PCs are available 

Manuel TLD reader is time consume   

 

 

 

Types of TL material:  

An important characteristic of TLDs is their applicability to different 

environments owing to the variety of TL materials available. Several 

materials have been used in the production of TLDs (e.g. LiF: Mg, Ti, LiF: 

Mg, Cu, P, Li2B4O7: Mn, CaF2: Mn, Li2B4O7: Cu, Al2O3:  C, CaSO4: Dy, 

CaF2: Dy) 8, 13. Of these TL materials, the most commonly used ones are 

the lithium fluorides (5). 
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Properties of personnel monitors 

 Sensitivity 

Film and thermo luminescence dosimetry badges can measure equivalent 

doses as low as 0.1 mSv and up to 10 Sv; optically stimulated luminescent 

and energy dependence film exhibits a strong energy dependence and film 

badges are empirically designed to reduce their energy response to within 

±20%. LiF TLD is nearly tissue equivalent and exhibits acceptable energy 

dependence characteristics.For EPDs containing energy compensated 

detectors the energy dependence is within ±20% over the energy range from 

30 keV to 1.3 MeV. The energy response values quoted above can vary in 

energy range and in the degree of flatness, depending on the individual 

monitor material and construction details. 

 Uncertainties in personnel monitoring measurements  

The ICRP has stated that, in practice, it is usually possible to achieve 

certainty of about 10% at the 95% confidence level (k= 2) for measurements 

of radiation fields in laboratory conditions.  

However, in the workplace, where the energy spectrum and orientation of 

the radiation field are generally not well known, the uncertainties in a 

measurement made with an individual dosimeter will be significantly 

greater, and may be a factor of one for photons and still greater for neutrons 

and electrons. The uncertainty in measurements with EPDs is about 10% for 

low dose rates (2mSv/h) and increases to 20% for higher dose rates 

(<100mSv/h) in laboratory conditions. 

 Directional dependence  

According to the ICRU, an individual dosimeter must be use-directional, 

(i.e. its angular response relative to normal incidence must vary as the ICRU 

directional dose equivalent quantity H¢(10, W)). The directional dependence 

must be evaluated and the appropriate corrections derived. 

 Discrimination between different types of radiation  

Film dosimeters can identify and estimate doses of x-rays, gamma rays, beta 

particles and thermal neutrons. TLDs and optically stimulated luminescent 

and radiophoto luminescent dosimeters generally identify and estimate doses 

of x-rays and gamma and radio-environments for in-vivo dosimetry purposes 

(1). 
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1.2 Problem of study: 

The Reader of TLD and chips are prone to several factors which degrade or 

reduce its efficiency such as zero count, filtration, cooling using nitrogen in 

addition to other factors.  

1.3 Objectives of the study: 

1.3.1 General objectives: the general objectives of this study was to study 

the effects of annealing (Zero dose reading), cooling using nitrogen, and 

filtration used in the TLD count or the dose. 

1.3.2 Specific Objectives: 

 Determination of dose range 0.5-10 mGy with and without annealing. 

 To correlate between dose of the chips reading by filter to without 

filter 

 To show the effect of using nitrogen for cooling 

 To assess the effect of reading background (Zero Dose) on the dose. 

 

1.4 Literature review 

Akpochafor Michael Onoriode: This  study  aimed  at Calibrating  a  new  

set  of  thermoluminescent dosimeters (TLDs) in low and medium 

kilovoltage energy photon therapy beams and in a diagnostic  beam  of  

known  beam  quality,  in  order  to  determine  their  response  and  to 

establish  if  the  same  set  of  TLDs  could  be  used  across  both  

environments  for  in-vivo dosimetry purposes.  

Methods and Materials: A set of 20 TLDs was used for this study. An Oven 

type PCL3 was used to anneal the TLDs. The response of the TLDs was read 

using the Reader type LTM manufactured by Harshaw Bicron, United State 

of America.   Vacuum tweezers were used to transfer the TLDs at the time 

of measurements and calibration. TLDs were kept in a subdued ultra-violet 

environment between the annealing and irradiation process. TLDs were 

placed on a 30 x 30 x 17.6 cm³ Poly methylmethacrylate (PMMA) phantom 

during irradiation. A  calibrated  Orthovoltage  machine  was  used  to  

deliver  a  known absorbed  dose  to  the  TLDs.  A  cylindrical  ionization 

chamber  (PTW  30001)  and  an electrometer  (PTW  10008)  were  used  to  

confirm  the  absorbed  dose  delivery  of  the orthovoltage  machine  at  the  

time  of  measurement.  Likewise,  a  calibrated  LX40 radiotherapy  

Simulator  was  used  to  deliver  a  known  diagnostic  absorbed  dose  to  
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the TLDs. A TM77334 ionization chamber was used similarly to confirm the 

absorbed dose. The TLDs were also irradiated on the PMMA phantom.  The 

accepted variation in raw response  of  the  individual  TLDs  from  the  

average  of the  batch  was  compared  and  deviation  of  less  than  ±  20  %  

was  considered  within tolerance.   

A 10 % tolerance was subsequently considered suitable for the measurement 

of absorbed dose. Results:  Of  the  20  TLDs  calibrated  in  the  95  kVp  

therapy  beam  (3  mm  Al  half-value layer), 17 were within the accepted 

response level  (i.e. ± 20 % deviation), 17 in the 180 kVp therapy beam (1 

mm Cu half-value layer), 16 in the300 kVp therapy beam (3 mm Cu half-

value layer) and 15 in the diagnostic beam of 80 kVp (2.97 mm Al half-

value layer). 16 of the 17 TLDs were within ± 10 % dose tolerance at 95 

kVp whereas all the TLDs that were within the accepted response level at 

the180 kVp and 300 kVp, were within the ± 10 % dose tolerance. 12 of the 

15 TLDs at the diagnostic beam energy were within the ± 10 % dose 

tolerance. Three of the TLDs were therefore rejected at all energies (5). 

 

Antonia Savva – (September 2010): The reader and batch calibration are 

carried out first. CDs are selected (falling within the range of0.94-1.06) and 

by using them, the RCF is automatically found (0.034127 and 0.027526) for 

the two different TLD elements in TLD cards. FDs are also selected (within 

0.7-1.3). ECCs is calculated automatically by the reader and follows a 

normal distribution with a mean value of 1.001±0.001. The repeatability of 

the TLDs is measured to be about ±1%, lower than the threshold (±2%). The 

maximum Coefficient of Variation is calculated to be 1.7% where the limit 

is 10%. The curve of the energy response has similar shape to the curve 

given by the manufacturer. For low energies two different filters are used 

and the responses are compared showing that the energy dependence of the 

TL materials is a function of the energy spectrum and not just a function of 

the nominal value of the energy used to produce this energy spectrum (9). 

Within a 1.5 year comprehensive fading experiment several batches of LiF: 

Mg, Ti and LiF: Mg, Cu, P thermoluminescence detectors (TLDs) were 

studied. The TLDs originated from two  manufacturers  and  were  processed  

by  three  laboratories  using  different  annealing  and readout conditions. 

The TLDs were irradiated with two radiation modalities (gamma-rays and  
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Thermal neutrons) and were stored at two temperatures (−17.4°C and 

+18.5°C). The goal of the experiment was to verify the stability of TLDs in 

the context of their application in long term measurements in space.  

The results revealed that the response of all TLDs is stable within 10% for 

the studied temperature range. No influence of the radiation type was found. 

These results indicate that for  the  properly  oven-annealed  LiF  TLDs,  

fading  is  not  a  significant  problem,  even  for measuring periods longer 

than a year (7). 

 

Peter Mohr, Sabrina Brieger, Jürgen Stahl, and Gerlo Witucki:-The accuracy 

of the dose monitor system of a medical electron accelerator is of crucial 

importance for the precise delivery of the prescribed dose. Special attention 

500 MU was measured with field sizes of 10 × 10 cm2 and 20 × 20 cm2 at 

source-skin distances (SSDs) of 100 cm and 95 cm, respectively. The 

relative dose per MU r =D(x MU)D(200 MU)×200x was determined for an 

Elekta linear accelerator. Results: The relative dose per MU was measured 

to be constant within about 1% down to fields with only 2 MU. The 

deviation remained below 2% down to 1 MU which is the minimum setting 

of the accelerator. The long-term stability is better than 0.2%per month (11). 

 

1.5 Thesis outline:  

The thesis consists of five chapters. Chapter one includes the introduction, 

problem of the study, objectives, literature review and thesis outline. Chapter 

two highlights the Theoretical Background Chapter three includes materials 

and methods. Chapter four includes the results and discussion. Chapter five 

shows the conclusion and recommendation.  
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Chapter Two 

Theoretical Background  

   2.1 Classification of radiation 

Radiation is classified into two main categories: ionizing and non-ionizing, 

depending on its ability to ionize matter. The ionization potential of atoms                         

(i.e. the minimum energy required to ionize an atom) ranges from a few 

electron volts for alkali elements to 24.5 eV for helium (noble gas). Due to 

its low energy, non-ionizing radiation cannot ionize matter. Ionizing 

radiation can ionize matter either directly or indirectly. Directly ionizing 

radiation (charged particles) is: electrons, protons, α-particles and heavy 

ions. Indirectly ionizing radiation (neutral particles) is: photons (X rays 

and ɤ  rays), neutrons.  

Directly ionizing radiation deposits energy in the medium through direct 

interactions with the coulomb field of the nucleus, interaction with orbital 

electrons of atoms in the medium. 

Indirectly ionizing radiation (photons or neutrons) deposits energy in the 

mediunl through a two step process: In the first step a charged particle is 

released in the medium (photons release electrons or positrons, neutrons 

release protons or heavier ions). In the second step the released charged 

particles deposit energy to the medium through direct interactions with the 

coulomb field of the nucleus, and with orbital electrons of the atoms in the 

medium(1). 

2.2 Interaction of photons with matter: 

 Photoelectric effect 

 Compton Effect 

 Pair production 

 

2.3 Physical quantities: 

2.31 Kerma: 

The KERMA (kinetic energy released in a material [per unit mass].Is an 

acronym for kinetic energy released per unit mass. It is a nonstochastic 

quantity applicable to indirectly ionizing radiations such as photons and 

neutrons.  

K= 
    

  
  J/kg 
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The unit of kerma is joule per kilogram (J/kg). The name for the unit of 

kerma is the gray (Gy), where 1 Gy = 1 J/kg. 

 

2.3.2 Absorbed Dose: 

Absorbed dose is a non-stochastic quantity applicable to both indirectly and 

directly ionizing radiations .The absorbed dose is defined as the mean 

energy imparted by ionizing radiation to matter of mass m in a finite volume  

D =  
  

  
  J/kg 

 

The unit of absorbed dose is joule per kilogram (J/kg). The name for the unit 

of absorbed dose is the gray (Gy). 

 

2.3.3 Exposure 

Technically, exposure is defined by the relation 

X =  
  

  
  C/kg 

where dQ is the charge of a single sign produced in a mass of air by photons. 

The SI unit for exposure is C/kg and the English unit is the Roentgen (R), 

which was originally defined as 1 esu produced in 1c   of air at standard 

temperature and pressure. 

The relation between the SI unit and the English unit is 1R = 2.58 x   ¯
 
 

C/kg of air. Exposure was developed as a means of quantifying the amount 

of radiation administered to patients being treated by X-rays. Conceptually, 

exposure quantifies the amount of radiation interacting in air (8). 

 

2.3.4 Linear Energy Transfer 

The linear energy transfer or restricted linear electronic stopping power, LΔ, 

of a material, for charged particles, is the quotient of dEΔ by dl, 

LΔ =   
   

  
 

 where dEΔ is the energy lost by a charge particle due to electronic collisions 

in traversing a distance dl, EΔ may be expressed in eV and hence LΔ may be 

expressed in eV    or some Convenient submultiples or multiple, such as 

keV     (2). 
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2.3.5 Equivalent Dose H:  

 

When the entire body or parts of the body are irradiated externally, 

individual tissues and organs receive different absorbed doses. In order to 

relate the absorbed doses in tissue from nonuniform irradiation to radiation 

detriment in humans, a quantity is required which reflects the relative effects 

of different types of radiation and the relative radiosensitivity of the 

irradiated organs or tissues. To obtain the quantity, absorbed doses are 

multiplied by a radiation weighting factor, selected for the type and energy 

of the radiation incident upon the body, yielding the equivalent dose in the 

tissue.  

H = D × WR 

 

2.3.6 Radiation Weighting Factors WR: 

 

Table 2.1 Recommended radiation weighting factors. 

Radiation type 
Radiation weighting factor, wR 

Photons 1 

Electrons and muons 1 

Protons and charged ions 2 

Particles, fission fragments, heavy ions 2 0 

Neutrons A continuous function of neutron 

energy, 

 

 

The equivalent dose in tissue is then modified by a tissue weighting factor, 

which represents the relative contribution of the tissue or organ detriment to 

the total detriment, as if the whole body were uniformly irradiated. The sets 

of weighting factors differ in the tissues included and the numerical values 

of the respective factors. The weighted equivalent doses for all tissues are 

summed to obtain the resulting quantity called effective dose (8). 

 

2.3.7 Effective dose   E 

The effective dose (E) was presented in 1990 recommendations of the ICRP. 

E is a different formulation for the weighted equivalent doses for irradiated 

tissues or organs. The formulation is given in equation below, where wт is 
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the tissue weighting factor for the relative radiosensitivity of the tissue or 

organ.  

Effective dose   E = Ʃ  HT × Wт 
 

The unit of the quantity is the sievert (Sv), which is 1 J kg⎯¹. A commonly 

used subunit is the millisievert (mSv) or one-thousandth of a Sv (8). 

 

Table (2 - 2): Tissue weighting factors (Wт): 

 

Tissue (T) Wт Tissue (T) Wт 

Gonads 0.20 Breast 0.05 

Bone marrow (red) 0.12 liver 0.05 

colon 0.12 Esophagus 0.05 

lung 0.12 Thyroid 0.01 

Stomach 0.12 Bone surface 0.01 

Bladder 0.05 Remainder 0.05 

 

 

2.4 The principles of radiation protection  

 Justification of practices 

 Dose limitation 

 Optimization of protection and safety  

 

2.5 Human Biological effects to Ionizing Radiation  

•Human Response to Ionizing Radiation 

  Early Effects of Radiation: When response occurs within minutes or 

days after exposure. 

 Late Effects of Radiation: When response is not observed for many 

months or years after exposure. 

 Effects of fatal irradiation: Death, malformation, malignancy, 

diminished growth. 
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2.6 Thermoluminescence Dosimetry 

Diagramed in Figure (2 - 1) are energy levels for electrons within crystals of 

a thermoluminescent material such as LiF. Electrons “jump” from the 

valence band to the conduction band by absorbing energy from ionizing 

radiation impinging upon the crystals. Some of the electrons return 

immediately to the valence band; others are “trapped” in intermediate energy 

levels applied by impurities in the crystals. 

 The number of electrons trapped in intermediate levels is proportional to the 

energy absorbed by the LiF phosphor during irradiation. Only rarely do 

electrons escape from the traps and return directly to the ground state. 

Unless energy is supplied for their release, almost all of the trapped electrons 

remain in the intermediate energy levels for months or years after 

irradiation. If the crystals are heated, energy is supplied to release the 

trapped electrons. Released electrons return to the conduction band where 

they fall to the valance band. Light is released as the electrons return to the 

valence band. This light is directed onto the photocathode of a 

photomultiplier tube. The amount of light striking the photocathode is 

proportional to the energy absorbed in the LiF during irradiation. The signal 

from the photomultiplier tube increases with the radiation dose absorbed in 

the phosphor (11). 

 

 
Figure 2.1 Thermoluminescence processes 
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Lithium fluoride is used widely for the measurement of radiation dose within 

patients and phantoms, for personnel dosimetry, and for many other 

dosimetric measurements. Dosimetric LiF may be purchased as loose 

crystals, a solid extruded rod, solid chips, pressed pellets, or crystals 

embedded in a Teflon matrix. 

Thermoluminescent dosimeters composed of CaF2:Mn are frequently used 

for personnel monitoring and, occasionally, for other measurements of 

radiation dose. When compared with LiF and Li2B4O7, CaF2: Mn phosphor 

is more sensitive to ionizing radiation; however, the response of this 

phosphor varies rapidly with photon energy (11). 

 

2.6.1 Readout  

The two requirements to read out the dose given to a TLD sample are: a 

reliable form of heating and a method of measuring the light output. In one 

form of reader, the dosimeter is placed on a planchetta and then pushed into 

the reader. A heater is then brought in to contact with the underside of the 

planchette. Another form of reader uses hot gas to heat the dosimeter.. Both 

types of reader are available with automatic sample changers. The 

advantages of the heated tray method are that any form of dosimeter, 

including powder, can be read, and the heating cycle can be controlled more 

precisely. The hot gas method is faster, and there is no dependence on the 

degree of thermal contact with the dosimeter or the reflectivity of the tray 

(10). 

  
 

Figure 2.2 TLD readout  
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 2.6.2 Glow curve 

  A glow curve is a plot of the total light emitted as a function of 

temperature. It contains several peaks, with each peak representing an 

intensity level. A sample of a glow curve is shown in figures 2.3 - 2-4 (7).  

 

 
Figure 2.3 Glow curve of readout of TLD 

 

 

 
Figure 2.4 Sample of a glow curve of TLD Reader Analyzer 

 

As indicated in Figures 2.3 - 2-4, exposure of a TLD to radiation causes 

electrons to be excited to the conduction band from which they can fall into 
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one of the isolated levels provided by impurities in the crystal and be 

“trapped”; they will remain so until energy is supplied (usually by heat) to 

free. Heating the crystal elevates the trapped electrons back to the 

conduction band, and when they return to a valence “hole,” a photon of 

visible light is emitted a measure of the dose received by TLD (7). 

 

2.6.3 Characteristics of TL materials 

Although there are more than 2000 TL materials available, only 8 are used 

as they are more appropriate for measuring radiation dose. Four of them 

have low atomic number (Z) and are characterized as tissue equivalent 

materials, as they have a response similar to that of human tissue. 

These are lithium fluoride (LiF), lithium borate (Li2B4O7), beryllium oxide 

(BeO) and magnesium borate (MgB4O7). They are used for medical 

applications as well as for personnel monitoring for industrial applications. 

The other four materials over-respond due to their higher Z. Thus, they have 

higher sensitivity and are characterized as non-tissue equivalent materials. 

These materials are calcium sulphate (CaSO4), calcium fluoride (CaF2), 

aluminum oxide (Al2O3) and magnesium orthosilicate (Mg2SiO4) and are 

used for environmental monitoring (7). 

 

2.6.4 TLD-Material 

MTS-N (LiF:Mg,Ti) has been produced since 1972 in the form of solid 

pellets, chips and powder, using unique method developed by Prof. Tadeusz 

Niewiadomski at the Institue of Nuclear Physics, Krakow, Poland (6).    

                                                           

 
Figure 2.5 Filter using with several types of holders and MTS-N- pellets and 

chips 

javascript:;
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2.6.5 Background Subtraction 

To achieve accurate occupational dosimetry at low doses, it is essential to 

have a good measure of the background dose received by the dosimeter. In 

this context,"background radiation" is natural or man-made radiation that is 

received by the dosimeter while it is not being worn by its designated user. It 

may also include natural radiation that is received by the dosimeter while it 

is being worn. Back-ground radiation varies considerably from place to 

place and from time to time, so it may not be adequate to make bulk 

corrections based solely on time of issue and geographical region. More 

accurate corrections require the use of control dosimeters, which are 

identical to the dosimeters used by the workers and which are kept in the 

normal storage location of the workers' dosimeters when they are not in use. 

This implies that dosimeters should be stored in specified, central locations, 

and not kept in desk drawers or taken home. 

Where there are multiple storage areas, there should be a separate set of 

control dosimeters for each (8).  

The number of control dosimeters at each location should be sufficient to 

give a statistically good estimate of the background dose. 

Dosimeter storage locations should be areas of low background, and not 

likely to be subject to occasional high dose rates such as radioactive 

shipments passing through the area. A radiation safety officer, a health 

physicist, a medical physicist, or the dosimetry service should be consulted 

on the selection of an appropriate location. 

If appropriate control dosimeters are not provided, the detection limit of the 

dosimetry system will be higher, and this should be reflected in a higher 

reporting limit (8). 

2.6.6 Calibration  

A radiation dosimeter is a device, instrument or system that measures or 

evaluates, either directly or indirectly, the quantities exposure, kerma, 

absorbed dose or equivalent dose, or their time derivatives (rates), or related 

quantities of ionizing radiation. A dosimeter along with its reader is referred 

to as a dosimetry system .Measurement of a dosimetric quantity is the 

process of finding the value of the quantity experimentally using dosimetry 

systems. The result of a measurement is the value of a dosimetric quantity 

expressed as the product of a numerical value and an appropriate unit. To 
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function as a radiation dosimeter, the dosimeter must possess at least one 

physical property that is a function of the measured dosimetric quantity and 

that can be used for radiation dosimetry with proper calibration. Reliability 

of measurements depends on accurate calibration procedures of the 

instrument (4).  

2.6.7 Calibration of TLD 

It is determination of the value of the appropriate basic physical quantity in 

the point of test. The calculation of the value is required operational quantity 

by application (multiplication) of the corresponding conversion factor. This 

result is considered the conventional true value (4). Reader calibration 

factor=  

    (      )  (                  ) (                     ) 

 

2.7 Verification of Element Correction Factors 

Although modern TLDs are manufactured in batches with quite uniform 

properties, there are variations in sensitivity from one dosimeter to another. 

In order to improve the accuracy of a dose measurement, readings are 

corrected for the difference between the sensitivity of the individual 

dosimeter element and the mean sensitivity of that element in the dosimeter 

population. This is done by applying a factor called the element correction 

factors (ECF) to the raw dosimeter reading. ECFs are determined for new 

dosimeters before they are put into service. 

With use, the sensitivity of a TLD may change and the ECF associated with 

it becomes invalid.  It is therefore necessary to verify the accuracy of ECFs 

on a regular basis. The frequency of verification needed to maintain 

accuracy may be different from one service to another, depending on factors 

such as heating technique and period length. It is important that each service 

determine the frequency appropriate to its own system and needs.  

This can be done by analysis of performance test results or by periodically 

verifying the ECFs of a subset of the dosimeter population. An initial 

verification interval (for the whole population) of one year is recommended, 
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until sufficient operating experience is acquired to demonstrate that a shorter 

or longer interval would be appropriate(8). 
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Chapter Three 

Materials and Methods 

 

3.1 Materials and equipments: 

TLD pellets and their holder (LF: Mg Ti) as shown in Figure (3.1)         

 
Figure 3.1 The TLD pellets with holder defined as dosimeter 

 

TLD Reader Analyzer (Manual TLD-Reader) 

+  

Figure 3.2  The Manual TLD-Reader RA’04 Reader-Analyzer and show 

Nitrogen gas cylinder for cooling, vacuum tweezers to transfer pellets, 

power supplier in department of individual monitoring  in Radiation 

Safety Institute in (SAEC). 
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 Annealing oven for thermoluminescent dosimeter: 

The Oven Figure (3.3) used for the annealing of TLD‟s before irradiation 

(program 2=400C°) and after irradiation for the purpose of reading 

(program1=100C°). The TLD annealing oven contains a programmed 

heating element producing a temperature controlled hot air stream. An 

incorporated fan circulates the hot air and ensures an equal temperature 

distribution throughout the oven volume. 

 

 
 

Figure 3.3 An Oven (heating devise) and vacuum tweezers to transfer 

pellets 

 

 Gamma radiation source which was Cs-137 source:   

 Reference Ionization Chamber 

 Reference Electrometer 

 Barometer 

 Calibration Beam 
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3.2 Methods 

A total of fifty TLD pellets have been used in this study, situated in 25 

holders each fit for two pellets defined as shallow dose Hp (0.07) and deep 

dose Hp (10). All pellets have   used with and without annealing at Oven to 

400c°, with and without filter (Hp (0.07) and Hp (10)), with and without 

cooling. 

For measuring the zero doses (ZD), the TLDs placed on the tray of stainless 

steel which inserted to the oven (400 
0
C), then followed by fast cooling 

using nitrogen flux in some case and without cooling in other.  

Then the Zero doses have been measured (Background of pellet), and the 

average zero dose (ZD) has been calculated (with and without annealing) 

which in turn used to calculate Reader Calibration Factor (RCF) using the 

following equation: 

 

    (      )  (                  ) (                     ) 

 

Where the convection factor from SSDL to dose equivalent is (1.21) 

Then the TLD pellets irradiated by gamma radiation source (Cs-137) and 

receiving 0.5-5 mGy, then the doses have been measured by TLDs with 

consideration to with/without annealing, using/unused nitrogen cooling and 

the usage of buildup i.e. calculation at shallow dose Hp (0.07) and deep dose 

Hp (10) and the data have been collected as in tables 3.1 and 3.2 
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Table 3.1: The counts  of shallow dose Hp(0.07) at 5mG (counts 2) 

.         pellet No         COUNTS COUNTS2  COUNTS3 

          1  0002051x.tld           3        6092          68 

          2  0002052x.tld           6        6125          60 

          3  0002053x.tld           4        5872          66 

          4  0002054x.tld           3        5863          50 

          5  0002055x.tld           5        5878          74 

          6  0002056x.tld           2        6155          60 

         7   0002057x.tld           3        6098          71 

         8   0002058x.tld           5        5921          62 

         9   0002059x.tld           1        6001          78 

        10  0002060x.tld           3        6269          55 

        11  0002061x.tld           4        5967          65 

        12  0002072x.tld           2        5620          70 

        13  0002073x.tld           3        5891          60 

        14  0002074x.tld           2        5984          58 

        15  0002075x.tld           2        6033          61 

        16  0002076x.tld           1        6162          52 

        17  0002077x.tld           1        5906          59 

        18  0002078x.tld           1        6053          58 

        19  0002079x.tld           3        6142          69 

        20  0002080x.tld           2        6275          66 

        21  0002081x.tld           3        5923          65 

        22  0002082x.tld           2        6057          74 

        23  0002083x.tld           3        6330          57 

        24  0002084x.tld           5        5989          58 

        25  0002085x.tld            5       5837          62 

 

 

Dose Hp (0.07) = counts /µGy*1.21 mSv 
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Table 3.2:  The counts of deep dose Hp(10) at 5mGy (counts 2) 

           Pellet No             COUNTS1  COUNTS2    COUNTS3 

          1  0002086x.tld           1        6300          83 

          2  0002087x.tld           2        6240          85 

          3  0002088x.tld           3        6030         102 

          4  0002089x.tld           1        5874          67 

          5  0002090x.tld           3        5837          88 

          6  0002091x.tld           3        6063          73 

          7  0002092x.tld           3        6108          77 

          8  0002093x.tld           2        6503          80 

          9  0002094x.tld           4        6058          90 

        10  0002095x.tld           2        6064          72 

        11  0002096x.tld           2        6064          85 

        12  0002097x.tld           4        6130          77 

        13  0002098x.tld           7        6286          70 

        14  0002099x.tld           4        6000          65 

        15  0002100x.tld           4        5838          91 

        16  0002101x.tld           3        6041          69 

        17  0002102x.tld           3        6065          80 

        18  0002103x.tld           3        5787          78 

        19  0002104x.tld           4        6307          96 

        20  0002105x.tld           5        6167          92 

        21  0002106x.tld           4        6016          80 

        22  0002107x.tld           3        6264         112 

        23  0002108x.tld           4        6315         114 

        24  0002109x.tld           4        6070          85 

        25  0002110x.tld           4        5820          75 

 

Deep dose Hp (10) =counts /µGy*1.21 mSv 

  

The final data have been analyzed using Microsoft EXCELL program in 

forms of bars and scattered correlation.  
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Chapter Four 

Results and Discussion 
 

The following chapter will highlight the results related to factors affecting 

the reading or the calibration of the TLD reader such as: reading of count/s 

with and without using filtration, with and without nitrogen gas (cooling) 

and with and without annealing (zero dose reading). The results will be 

shown in forms of correlation, and bars. 

 

Figure 4.1: The counts per second of TLD pellets reading with and without 

filtration and relevant dose in Gy. It reveals that: the count/s appear to be 

higher in case of using the filter which was 7189.9 cps in contrast with 

reading without filter which was 4055.8 cps, indicating that there was 

3134.1 cps as difference in count/s. Same differences have been shown in 

the converted count to dose which was 6830.4 Gy in case of used filter and 

3853 Gy in case of without filter. Such effect of using filtration could be 

ascribed to a thick filtration absorption of the majority of low energy 

photons but the high energy photons produce large number of electrons by 

Compton scattering or pair production interactions, to ensure charge 

equilibrium, as has been confirmed by (8). 

 

 

 

Figure 4.1: The counts per second of TLD pellets reading with and without 

filtration and relevant dose in µGy. 
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Figure 4.2:  The correlation between the applied irradiation dose in mGy 

and the count/s of TLD pellets with and without filter. The analysis reveals 

that: there was proportional linear relationship between the applied dose and 

the TLD pellets count for both cases with and without filter. And the 

correlation could be fitted in the form of equations: y = 423.9x + 1023 and y 

= 432.5x + 405.3 for filtered and without filtered beam respectively, where x 

refers to applied dose in mGy and y refers to count/s. such increment in 

count ascribed to increasing applied radiation dose as well it indicates and 

confirm the linearity of TLD in measuring the radiation dose since R
2
 = 0.9, 

however the count with filter for the applied radiation dose in mGy was 

greater than that without filter and this result could be due to beam 

hardening as well as due to released electron by filter (13).  

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.2: The correlation between the applied irradiation doses in mGy and the 

count/s of TLD pellets with and without filter. 
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Figure 4.3: The correlation between the number of TLD pellets and the 

count/s of TLD background with and without Nitrogen flux (pellets cooling). 

The study also shows that: the count without nitrogen flux was greater than 

with nitrogen count despite the conditions TLD pellets was equal. Such 

result indicates the importance of cooling to decrees the noise of photo 

multiplier tube (PMT), which was recommended by Rad card Manufacturer 

company (www.radpro-int.de) Also there was a notation that: the count/s 

increases slightly with the number of pellets being read, such increment in 

reading of count could be ascribed to system error which lead to inevitable 

calibration.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.3: The correlation between the number of TLD pellets and the 

count/s of TLD background  with and without Nitrogen flux (pellets 

cooling). 
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Figure 4.4: The correlation between the pellets of workers at one month and 

the dose in Sv measured by TLD pellets before and after annealing (with 

and without reading zero dose-No filter). It reveals that: the doses measured 

without annealing i.e. unread of zero doses, was so greater than that 

measured with annealing (reading of zero doses); this is due to accumulation 

of dose in case of reading without annealing (without reading zero dose) as 

the annealing usually empted and releasing the stored energy in the TLD 

pellets (13).   

 

 
 

 

 

Figure 4.4: The correlation between pellets of workers the dose in Sv 

measured by TLD pellets before and after annealing (with and without 

reading zero dose – No filter). 
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Figure 4.5: The correlation between pellets of workers at one month and the 

dose in Sv measured by TLD pellets before and after annealing (with and 

without reading zero dose - Filtered). It reveals that: the doses measured 

without annealing i.e. unread of zero doses, was so greater than that 

measured with annealing (reading of zero doses); this is due to accumulation 

of dose in case of reading without annealing (without reading zero dose) as 

the annealing usually empted and releasing the stored energy in the TLD 

pellets (8). Also it was so obvious that: there was slightly increment in the 

dose as there were more pellets being read, such increment could be ascribed 

to suboptimum annealing of the pellets or due to system error.    

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.5: The correlation between the pellets of workers at one month and the 

dose in Sv measured by TLD pellets before and after annealing (with filter). 
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Figure 4.6: The variation of dose in Sv measured  by TLD pellets before 

and after annealing (with and without reading zero doses – with and without 

filter) of workers at one month  . The data analysis reveals that: in case of 

TLD pellets reading without zero dose measurement, usually gives greater 

dose (441.8 and 563.6 Sv) relative to the case where the zero doses have 

been measured which were 289.6 and 429.2 Sv respectively. While the 

effect of using filtration is so obvious and lead to increase the doses by 121.8 

and 139.6 Sv for the unread of zero dose and read of zero dose respectively 

relative to doses of unread of zero dose and read of zero dose but without 

filter, such results is agree with the state given by Khan, (13). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.6: The variation of dose in Sv measured by TLD pellets before and after 

annealing (with and without reading zero doses – with and without filter) of workers 

at one month. 
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Chapter Five 

Conclusion and Recommendations 

 

5.1 Conclusion: 

After the successful achievement of the thesis objectives, the conclusion 

could be enumorated down here in summarized form.  

The thesis has been carried out as an experimental study on studying of the 

factors affecting the TLD reading inclusively are: annealing effect, Nitrogen 

flux, and filtration after exposing the TLD chips to a dose range 0.5 – 5 

mGy. The collected data by using TLD reader (count/s) and the converted 

doses have been analyzed and showed that: 

The count/s given by TLD appears to be higher in case of using filtration 

which was 7189.9 cps in contrast with reading without filter which was 

4055.8 cps. - There was proportional linear relationship between the applied 

dose and the TLD count for both cases with and without filter. And the 

correlation could be fitted in the form of equations: y = 423.9x + 1023 and y 

= 432.5x + 405.3 for filtered and without filtered beam, respectively, where 

x refers to applied dose in mGy and y refers to count/s. such increment in 

count is ascribed to increasing applied radiation dose as well it indicates and 

confirms the linearity of TLD in measuring the radiation dose since R
2
 = 0.9. 

However the count with filter for the applied radiation dose in mGy was 

greater than that without filter.  

- The doses measured without pellets annealing i.e. unread of zero doses, 

was greater than that measured with pellets annealing (reading of zero doses) 

-TLD pellets reading without zero dose measurement, usually gives greater 

dose (441.8 and 563.6 Sv) relative to the case where the zero doses have 

been measured which were 289.6 and 429.2 Sv, respectively. While the 
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effect of using filtration is obvious and lead, to increase of the doses by 

121.8 and 139.6 Sv for the unread of zero dose and read of zero dose, 

respectively relative to doses of unread of zero dose and read of zero dose 

but without filter. 
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5.2 Recommendations 

The points to be recommended are: 

 The TLD reader has to be subjected to quality control seriously based 

on the international recommendation of atomic energy and the 

manufacturer. 

 More studies have to be carried out with consideration to all factors 

affecting the TLD reading. 

 Pellets should be analyzed to test their elements impurities and 

contents.   
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